TEEN HEALTH AND TECHNOLOGY PHASE THREE
BULLYING QUESTIONNAIRE: SURVEY NUMBER 3
Section A (Labeled A) – Internet Solutions for Kids/Bullying Survey #3
SAMPLE: n= 1200 (600 girls and 600 boys ages 6-17)

A. TYPE: CHOICE
The next questions ask about ways that young people treat each other. We want to use your
answers for a scientific research project.
Taking part in the research won't help or hurt you. You do not need to answer these questions if
you do not want to or the questions make you feel uncomfortable.
Your answers will be kept private. Findings will only be reported at the group-level. No one will
know which answers are yours. If you have any questions about the research study, you can
email the Project Director at: Michele@IS4K.com.
May we use your answers for research?
 Yes
 No

EACH RESPONDENT SHOULD ONLY BE ASKED ONE OF THE FOLLOWING QUESTION SERIES
(BALANCE AGE/GENDER FOR EACH SERIES):
▪ A1a/1b series = maximum of 300 KIDS AGE 6-17
▪ A2a/2b series = maximum of 300 KIDS AGE 6-17
▪ A3a/3b series = maximum of 300 KIDS AGE 6-17
▪ A4a/4b series = maximum of 300 KIDS AGE 6-17
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A1a.

TYPE: MATRIX
LOGIC: RANDOMIZE ANSWER LIST,
Bullying includes things like the following: repeatedly being teased or having nasty or cruel things
said; repeatedly being hit, kicked or pushed around; repeatedly being excluded or left out; or
repeatedly having rumors spread.
We say a young person is being bullied when something nasty or cruel happens:
 More than once
 More than just one day
 Is between people of different power or strength – this might be physically stronger,
socially more popular, or some other type of strength
These things can happen anywhere like at school, at home, or other places young people hang out.
In the last 12 months, how often have you been bullied...?

In person
By phone call (on a cell phone or
land line)
By text message
Online (such as through email, on a
social networking site or through
instant messenger)

Once or a
Decline
few times
Never
to
in the past
answer
year




Every day
or almost
every day

A few
times a
week

A few
times a
month
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A1b.

TYPE: MATRIX
LOGIC: RANDOMIZE ANSWER LIST FOR THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN BULLIED
Thinking just about the past 12 months, when you were bullied...?

Was it by someone who had more power or strength than you?
This could be because the person was bigger than you, had
more friends, was more popular, or had more power than you
in another way.
Was it repeated, so that it happened again and again?
Did it happen over a long period of time? We mean more than
a week or so?

Yes

No

Decline
to
answer
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A2a.

TYPE: MATRIX
LOGIC: RANDOMIZE ANSWER LIST,
Sometimes people your age repeatedly tease or say nasty or cruel things to others; repeatedly
hit others, kick or push others; repeatedly exclude or leave people out; or repeatedly spread
rumors about others.
We are asking about things that happen:
 More than once
 More than just one day
 Between people of different power or strength – this might be physically stronger,
socially more popular, or some other type of strength
These things can happen anywhere like at school, at home, or other places young people hang out.
In the last 12 months, how often have you had someone do or say these types of things to
you...?

In person
By phone call (on a cell phone or
land line)
By text message
Online (such as through email, on a
social networking site or through
instant messenger)

Once or a
Decline
few times
Never
to
in the past
answer
year




Every day
or almost
every day

A few
times a
week

A few
times a
month
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A2b.

TYPE: MATRIX
LOGIC: RANDOMIZE ANSWER LIST FOR THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN BULLIED
Thinking just about the past 12 months, when these things happened to you...?

Was it by someone who had more power or strength than you?
This could be because the person was bigger than you, had
more friends, was more popular, or had more power than you
in another way.
Was it repeated, so that it happened again and again?
Did it happen over a long period of time? We mean more than
a week or so?

Yes

No

Decline
to
answer
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A3a.

TYPE: MATRIX
LOGIC: RANDOMIZE ANSWER LIST,
In the last 12 months, how often have you been bullied...?

In person
By phone call (on a cell phone or
land line)
By text message
Online (such as through email, on a
social networking site or through
instant messenger)

Once or a
Decline
few times
Never
to
in the past
answer
year




Every day
or almost
every day

A few
times a
week

A few
times a
month
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A3b.

TYPE: MATRIX
LOGIC: RANDOMIZE ANSWER LIST FOR THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN BULLIED
Thinking just about the past 12 months, when you were bullied...?

Was it by someone who had more power or strength than you?
This could be because the person was bigger than you, had
more friends, was more popular, or had more power than you
in another way.
Was it repeated, so that it happened again and again?
Did it happen over a long period of time? We mean more than
a week?

Yes

No

Decline
to
answer
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A4a.

TYPE: MATRIX
LOGIC: RANDOMIZE ANSWER LIST,
Bullying and harassment include things like the following: repeatedly being teased or having
nasty or cruel things said; repeatedly being hit, kicked or pushed around; repeatedly being
excluded or left out; or repeatedly having rumors spread.
We say a young person is being bullied when something nasty or cruel happens:
 More than once
 More than just one day
 Is between people of different power or strength – this might be physically stronger,
socially more popular, or some other type of strength
These things can happen anywhere like at school, at home, or other places young people hang out.
In the last 12 months, how often have you been bullied or harassed...?

In person
By phone call (on a cell phone or
land line)
By text message
Online (such as through email, on a
social networking site or through
instant messenger)

Once or a
Decline
few times
Never
to
in the past
answer
year




Every day
or almost
every day

A few
times a
week

A few
times a
month
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A4b.

TYPE: MATRIX
LOGIC: RANDOMIZE ANSWER LIST FOR THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN BULLIED
Thinking just about the past 12 months, when you were bullied or harassed...?

Was it by someone who had more power or strength than you?
This could be because the person was bigger than you, had
more friends, was more popular, or had more power than you
in another way.
Was it repeated, so that it happened again and again?
Did it happen over a long period of time? We mean more than
a week?

Yes

No

Decline
to
answer
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